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Abstract. The work presented in this paper is aimed at the

implementation of a real-time multiple-input multiple-output

(MIMO) imaging radar used for area surveillance. In this

radar, the equivalent virtual array method and time-division

technique are applied to make 16 virtual elements synthe-

sized from the MIMO antenna array. The chirp signal gen-

erater is based on a combination of direct digital synthesizer

(DDS) and phase locked loop (PLL). A signal conditioning

circuit is used to deal with the coupling effect within the ar-

ray. The signal processing platform is based on an efficient

field programmable gates array (FPGA) and digital signal

processor (DSP) pipeline where a robust beamforming imag-

ing algorithm is running on. The radar system was evalu-

ated through a real field experiment. Imaging capability and

real-time performance shown in the results demonstrate the

practical feasibility of the implementation.
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1. Introduction

Recently, MIMO radar [1], [2] has drawn considerable

attention. Benefit from the characteristic that MIMO radar

transmits orthogonal waveforms and receives the reflected

signals in similar ways, an equivalent virtual array [3] is

synthesized to expand the array aperture and many poten-

tial advantages (e.g., higher angular resolution, better iden-

tifiability, etc.) [4] can be obtained. MIMO radar imaging

technology is the combination of equivalent virtual array and

imaging process in wideband radar. As a kind of signal form

employed in wideband radar, frequency modulated continu-

ous wave (FMCW) signal contributes to a fine capability of

ranging and low power consumption [5]. Since the orthogo-

nality between the different transmit signals can be realized

through the time division multiple access (TDMA) method

[6], switching the array channels to transmit FMCW signal

at different time slots became a reliable and popular scheme

for MIMO imaging radar [7]-[11].

Accompanied by the emergence of a large number of

theoretical results in MIMO radar [12]-[14], the research of

engineering application is also in progress. Some MIMO

radar systems have been developed for radar system perfor-

mance analysis and algorithm verification[7]-[11], [15]. In

[7], a 77-Ghz FMCW MIMO radar is implemented for 2D

target localization using an SiGe single-chip transceiver. In

[8], a 2D-MUSIC algorithm for joint estimation of angular

and range target locations is applied to the MIMO radar sys-

tem. As well as imaging resolution and measurement accu-

racy, real-time performance is also a significant index for

an imaging radar. In [9], a through-wall MIMO imaging

radar system, which produces real-time imagery of targets

at a frame rate of 0.5 Hz, is presented. The system controller

and signal processing modules are implemented in LabView

[16] running on a PC.

With the purpose to further accelerate the application

process of MIMO radar, in this paper, an engineering pro-

totype of MIMO imaging radar is implemented based on

a single-board signal processing platform with FPGA and

DSP processors . The proposed radar system provides a real-

time imaging rate of 1.5625 Hz, featuring low cost and low

power consumption.

In order to minimize the error sources from the radar

transmitter, a frequency multiplication structure [17], [18] is

used as a FMCW signal generator in the radar transceiver to

avoid the appearance of image frequencies caused by mix-

ing. Since the coupling effect adversely affects the perfor-

mance of the imaging radar, a signal conditioning circuit,

which consists of switched capacitor filters [19], is applied to

inhibit the coupling components of intermediate-frequency

(IF) signal. In this radar system, the target ranges are esti-

mated with a discrete Fourier transform (DFT) analysis just

like a conventional FMCW range radar, the angle informa-

tion of the target is then figured out using a beamforming

method. The whole signal processing for a continuous mea-

surement takes place on an efficient data pipeline, which is

implemented on the singal processing board. The actual per-

formance of the radar system has been verified in the field

experiment.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 intro-

duces the basic theory of the imaging process. Section 3

describes the design and hardware implementation of the
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MIMO radar. Section 4 expatiates the date flow path of the

signal processing pipeline. Section 5 describes the field ex-

periment and the corresponding imaging results. Section 6

draws the conclusions.

2. MIMO Imaging Principle

2.1 Antenna Array Architecture

The model is characterized in Fig. 1. A coherent MIMO

antenna array is composed by a transmit (TX) linear array of

4 elements and a receive (RX) linear array of 4 elements. In

order to reduce the coupling effect within the array, the TX

array and RX array are placed in different planes with some

vertical offset.

(a) Synthesization of the equivalent virtual array.

(b) Synthesization of the equivalent virtual element.

Fig. 1. MIMO array principle.

The direction of main radiation is perpendicular to the

array plane. Referring to a basic TX-RX combination in

Fig. 1(b) with the assumption that target is at large distance,

it is clear that the TX and RX directions are approximate to

be parallel and the TX and RX elements will be the same to

the virtual transmit-receive (TRX) element which is placed

in the middle of the TX-RX connection line. By extend-

ing to every TX-RX combination in the MIMO array, a vir-

tual TRX array with 16 elements is synthesized, as shown in

Fig. 1(a).

2.2 FMCW Signal Model

The FMCW signal transmitted by the TX array antenna

can be modeled as

s(t) =VT cos(2π f0t +π
B

T
t2 +φ0); 0 ≤ t < T (1)

where VT is the amplitude, f0 is the start frequency of chirp

sweeping, B is the sweeping bandwidth, T is the sweeping

duration, and φ0 is the initial phase of the signal. Suppose

that frequency of the signal is independent of the propaga-

tion path, after traveling a signal delay τ between the antenna

and target, the echo signal can be expressed as

r(t) = As(t − τ) (2)

where A is the sum of propagation loss and antenna gains.

The target echo signal in (2) is processed with a deramp

technique, which includes mixing the echo signal with the

TX signal (1), followed by a lowpass filtering. Then the IF

signal is obtained as

u(t) =V cos[2π
B

T
τt +2π f0τ(1−

τB

2T f0
)] (3)

where V is the amplitude of IF signal. Since f0 ≫ B and

T ≫ τ in most cases in reality, (3) can be simplified to

u(t) =V cos(2π
B

T
τt +2π f0τ). (4)

The signal (4) is sampled with a sampling interval Ts for

a sweeping duration, the discrete-time series is then gener-

ated as the raw data which can be expressed as

u(n) =V cos(2π
B

T
τnTs +2π f0τ); n = 0,1,2, ...,N −1

(5)

where N is the number of samples and is determined by

N =
T

Ts

. (6)

In a conventional FMCW radar, the time τ is usually

estimated through a DFT analysis of the raw data in (5). In

the result of DFT analysis, a series cycle at the positive side

of the abscissa axis can be expressed as

U(k) =
1

2
Ve j[2π f0τ−N−1

N π(k−Bτ)] sin[π(k−Bτ)]

sin[ π
N
(k−Bτ)]

;

k = 0,1,2, ...,N −1.

(7)

For a FMCW MIMO radar, the estimation of τ contains the

measurement of target range and azimuth which can be exe-

cuted through beamforming method with (7).

2.3 Beamforming Imaging Algorithm

In the virtual TRX array architecture shown in Fig. 2,

a range reference point is set at the geometric center with the

coordinate of zero.

Fig. 2. Target range and azimuth measurement with the virtual

array.
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The virtual TRX element at xi j is synthesized from the

i-th TX element and the j-th RX element. The signal delay

between this TRX element and a target from far field at range

Rt and angle θt can be defined as

τi j =
2Rt

c
+

2xi j sinθt

c
. (8)

Since the TRX element transmit and receive FMCW signal,

the time delay τ in (7) should be substituted by (8). However,

in the most cases where

Rt ≫
∣

∣xi j

∣

∣

max
, (9)

there exists the approximately equivalent

τi j ≈
2Rt

c
. (10)

It should be noted that with the condition f0 ≫ B, the term of

2π f0τ in (7) should not be affected by the approximation in

(10) when performing the insertion. Therefore, the expres-

sion of the sequence in (7) is reconstructed as

Ui j(k) =
1

2
Vi je

j[2π f0
2xi j sinθt

c +2π f0
2Rt

c −N−1
N π(k− 2BRt

c )]

sin[π(k− 2BRt
c

)]

sin[ π
N
(k− 2BRt

c
)]

; k = 0,1,2, ...,N −1.

(11)

As can be seen, Ui j(k) reaches its peak magnitude when

k is nearest to 2BRt
c

, which means that k can be the range in-

dex of the targets in measurement. Therefore, the range in-

formation can be retrieved from the series (11), which is so

called range time intensity (RTI) data. By referring to the ar-

ray structure in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, the beamforming algorithm

is applied to (11), the process can be modeled as

J(k,θ) =

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

1

16

4

∑
i=1

4

∑
j=1

Ui j(k)e
− j(2π f0

2xi j sinθ

c )

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

. (12)

Since each k and θ represents a certain range and angle re-

spectively, the process of (12) can be regarded as a searching

of a certain location at (k,θ), where the echo signal power is

expressed as J(k,θ). By performing (12) with the ergodic

combination of k and θ in the whole imaging area, the image

results are figured out.

3. Radar System Implementation

In this section, the hardware implementation of the

MIMO imaging radar prototype is described. The block dia-

gram of the radar system is shown in Fig. 3.

The core of this system is a FMCW radar device work-

ing at a frequency range from 2.48 GHz to 2.56 GHz. A pho-

tograph of the complete radar system is shown in Fig. 4. The

antenna array design is based on the virtual array synthesis

procedure in reference to Fig. 1. Four transmit antennas and

four receive antennas are installed on an acrylic plate and are

capable of working as a MIMO system at the S band.

Fig. 3. Block diagram of the TDMA MIMO imaging radar sys-

tem.

(a) Front view.

(b) Vertical view.

Fig. 4. MIMO radar system.

In Fig.4(b), the main components of the radar are

marked out to be seen except the transmitter and receiver

front ends, which are shown in Fig. 5. A detailed descrip-

tion of the system contents is as follows.

3.1 TDMA FMCW Signal Transceiver

The photograph of the transmitter and receiver font

ends is shown in Fig. 5. In the circuits, a hybrid DDS and

PLL structure is applied to generate high quality FMCW

signal. Compared with the conventional schematic with

a mixer, this signal generator does not produce any image

frequencies. Benefit from this, purer spectrum is obtained

and the image reject filter is reduced.
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Fig. 5. Transmitter and receiver front ends.

Model Device Main Features

DDS AD9910 1 Gsps, 14 bit.

PLL HMC820 Phase noise: -105 dBc/Hz.

PA1&LNA ZX60-272LN+
Gain: 14 dB, IP3: 31.5 dBm,

Noise figure: 0.8 dB.

PS ZX10-2-42+ Total loss: 3.3 dB.

PA2 HMC374 Gain: 9 dB, IP3: 37 dBm.

Mixer ZX05-43MH+
Conversion loos: 6.1 dB,

Passive, IP3: 18 dBm.

Tab. 1. A detailed list of the devices in the front ends.

In addition to a FMCW radar, two SP4T configuration

coaxial switches are installed to handle 4 transmit antennas

and 4 receive antennas so as to form a MIMO system. In

the proposed design, the choice of the 2nd power amplifier

(PA2) is based on the required TX power. With the output

power of the power splitter (PS) set as 11 dBm and the PA2

gain selected as 9 dB in this radar system, the power of TX

signal is determined as about 20 dBm. The devices in the

front ends and their main typical features at the used fre-

quency band are listed in Tab. 1.

The features of the low noise amplifier (LNA) and the

passive mixer provide the front ends with a wide dynamic

range in the receiver. The DDS sweeps from 49.6 MHz to

51.2 MHz with frequency step about 0.93 Hz in a chirp du-

ration of 20.6 ms. The signal is then passed to the PLL.

After 50-fold frequency multiplication, FMCW signal at the

S band is generated.

The TX signal is measured with a real-time spectrum

analyzer at an output port of SW1. The measurement re-

sults are shown in Fig. 6. The sweeping spectrum of the sig-

nal is sampled with 1000 traces by the analyzer in MaxHold

mode. The traces are depicted in Fig. 6(a). For the reason

that the analyzer misses some small parts of the sweep, some

sharp negative spikes are formed at the missed points within

the traces. As can be seen in Fig. 6(a), the FMCW signal

is generated with a stable power of 20 dBm sweeping from

2.48 GHz to 2.56 GHz.

In Fig. 6(b), the time-frequency characteristic is mea-

sured at the center frequency of 2.52 GHz. For the limitation

of the analyzer in real-time mode, the measurement span is

set to 15 MHz in maximum, which means that only a part

(a) Spectrum trace with maxhold mode.

(b) Time-frequency characteristic.

Fig. 6. Spectrum of the FMCW signal.

of the sweeping process is able to be seen. However, this

does not affect the excellent chirp linearity and phase noise

characteristics of the FMCW signal to be appreciated.

3.2 Signal Conditioning Circuit

Consider an ideal radar with the following signal path:

TX antenna - target - RX antenna. The echo signal power is

defined as

Pr =
PtG

2λ2δ

(4π)3
R4

t

(13)

where Pt is the TX signal power, G is the antenna gain and δ
is the radar cross-section (RCS) of the target [20]. In Fig. 7

the change curve between Pr and Rt is figured out with the

parameters of the proposed radar system where Pt = 20 dBm,

G = 14 dBi, λ = 0.119 m, and δ is supposed to be 1 m2.

However, since antennas are distributed in a compact

placement in the coherent phased array of MIMO radar, there

exists the coupling path from the TX antenna to the RX an-

tenna directly. The corresponding received signal power is

the sum of Pt and the antenna isolation Ii j. Besides antenna
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gain, Ii j is mainly determined by the spatial distribution of

the transmitter and the receiver. In order to illustrate the is-

sue, with the MIMO array architecture shown in Fig. 1, the

minimum isolation I21 is measured as -51.3 dB using an S-

Parameter network analyzer, and the corresponding received

signal power is taken into comparison with the target echo

signal in Fig. 7.

As can be seen from Fig. 7, in most of the detection

range scope, the power of coupling signal is much higher

than the echo signal power, which makes coupling effect

to be a prominent example of error sources. Furthermore,

the big gap between the power levels leads to a big ampli-

tude difference in time domain of IF signal. As shown in

Fig. 10(a), when the IF amplifier gain is set slightly higher,

the waveform distortion arise easily. In such a case, the IF

amplifier gain is limited and detection dynamic range of the

radar is degraded.

From Fig. 8, we know that the coupling signal travels

in the shortest path in the whole radar system , their effects

only appear in the lowest part of IF signal in the frequency

domain according to (4). Therefore, it is possible to imple-

ment a range gate to reject the adverse effects of coupling

by placing a signal conditioning circuit at the output of the

mixer. The signal conditioning circuit, which is shown in

Fig. 9, is made up of an 8th order highpass switched capac-

itor filter, an 8th order lowpass switched capacitor filter and

several amplifiers.

The filters are implemented using a filter building

blocks chip LTC1068 with the help of the FilterCAD de-

sign software. As it is shown in Fig. 9(a), the IF amplifier

is divided into two levels. IF signal is sightly amplified by

the 1st amplifier to preserve the target signal on the premise

of non-clipping. Then, the coupling components within the

IF signal are filtered by the highpass filter. Since the output

of each filter should be buffered with an amplifier, the 2nd

amplifier also acts as an output buffer. Besides providing an

upper limit of the range gate, the lowpass filter restrains the

noise interference from high frequency band to further im-

prove the quality of the signal. It is noteworthy that the cut-

off frequencies of the filters are controlled by the processor

with clock signals from FPGA, which means that the cutoff

frequencies are tunable and users can easily define the range

scope according to their interests by configuring the filters’

control parameters. This character produces a big advantage

over the analogue filter whose cutoff frequency is unmodifi-

able after soldering the components on board.

Field measured IF signals are replayed in Fig. 10 with

the SignalTap II Logic Analyzer of Quartus II software [21].

These signals were recorded when the TX2 element trans-

mits and the 4 RX elements take turns to receive. The tail of

each waveform is deliberately exported as maximal value so

that the signals can be distinguished expediently. The wave-

forms in Fig. 10(a) are measured after an RC analog low-

pass filter and an amplifier. In the T2R1 part, the worst case,

where no target signal is able to be seen, is presented. Things

Fig. 7. Comparison between the power of target echo signal and

coupling received signal.

Fig. 8. Normal path and coupling path in a pair of TX and RX

antennas.

(a) Scheme of the signal conditioning circuit.

(b) Signal conditioning board.

Fig. 9. Signal conditioning circuit.

get a little better in the rest of the waveforms under such

a condition, however, some signals with small amplitudes

are still under cover for the limitation of the amplifier gain.
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(a) Waveform distortion caused by the coupling.

(b) Improvement of the signal quality after the range gate.

Fig. 10. Comparison of the IF signal waveforms.

By using the proposed signal conditioning circuit with

the gain turned to a suitable level, such phenomenon disap-

pears. Signals in Fig. 10(b) are recorded when the circuit is

applied and the range gate is set from 20 m to 100 m. As can

be seen, compared with the waveforms in Fig. 10(a), more

target signals could be identified without waveform distor-

tion even in time domain, which means an improvement of

SNR in the radar system.

3.3 Signal Processing Hardware Platform

After sampling through analog-to-digital converter

(ADC), the IF signal is processed with a robust digital beam-

forming (DBF) imaging algorithm. With the purpose to pro-

vide imaging results in real-time, a FPGA and DSP based

signal processing board, which is shown in Fig. 11, is imple-

mented.

Fig. 11. Photograph of the signal processing board.

A low cost and low power consumption Altera EP3C40

FPGA chip is used as a coprocessor in this structure. The

central processor is a high performance fixed/floating-point

VLIW DSP TMS320C6747 device. It runs at the clock rate

of 300 MHz in this system and is able to achieve a strong

operation capability reaching 1800 MFLOPS. Flash storage

chips and SDRAM chips are equipped around the proces-

sors for data initialization and expanding the on-chip RAM,

respectively. The data exchange channel within the proces-

sors is a connection between the TMS320C6747 processor’s

external memory interface A (EMIFA) and the first-in first-

out (FIFO) buffers on the FPGA, providing a burst transfer

rate of 20 MB/s. The target measurement results are finally

displayed on an 1024-by-768-pixel LCD panel, which is ac-

tuated by the FPGA at a frame rate of 50 Hz.

4. Real-Time Imaging Algorithm

Implementation

4.1 FPGA and DSP Pipeline

This radar resolves targets’ range information using

fast Fourier transform (FFT), and angular information with

a robust digital beamformer. The complete process is shown

in Fig. 12.

Fig. 12. Imaging process using FPGA and DSP pipeline.

Raw data is provided by the sampling of the IF signal

as a real valued matrix of 1024 rows and 16 columns using

a 10-bit ADC during one antenna array switching cycle. RTI

data is generated from a full output precision 1024-points

FFT module which is implemented on the FPGA with the

assist of Altera FFT MegaCore function. In order to reduce

the amount of data and make a rational use of the hardware

resources, a software range gate, whose parameters are de-

termined by users, is applied to the RTI data. According

to (11), for the FMCW radar, target range Rt is defined as

Rt =
c

2B
k−Rsys; k = 0,1, ...N −1 (14)

where Rsys is the equivalent system delay that must be

taken into consideration when signal travels a long path

from power splitter to antenna. Rsys is equal to the elec-

trical length of the path, which can be measured through an

S-Parameter network analyzer. In this radar system, with

B = 80 MHz and Rsys measured as 1.213 m, the RTI data

is selected from k = 11 to k = 54 corresponding to the range

gate (20 m ∼ 100 m) by performing (14). Before moving the

selected RTI data from FPGA to DSP, a data type convertor,

converting the 21 bit fixed-point data to floating-point data,

is applied to maintain precision and make a good use of the

DSP’s floating-point feature.

It should be noted that a proper memory management

based on the computational request is the cornerstone for op-

timizing the implementation. The C6747 DSP on-chip mem-

ory architecture consists of a two-level cache-memory (L1P,
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L1D and L2) architecture plus a shared memory. The con-

figurations and usages of the DSP memory resources in this

application are shown in Fig. 13.

Fig. 13. Memory management for the DSP.

The coordinate map and steering matrix varies from

−21.5◦ to 21.5◦ are pre-computed and stored in a flash mem-

ory chip. They are loaded into the SDRAM and L2 mem-

ory respectively during initialization. The RTI data is moved

from FPGA to the SRAM part of L1D memory, from where

the C6747 central processing unit (CPU) can access data di-

rectly. The graphical user interface (GUI) provides an area

for imaging display on the LCD panel. Since the range gate

is set from 20 m to 100 m, pixel to pixel distance is set as

0.2 m in both cross and slant dimension within this display

area and the angle between the adjacent pixels at the range of

100 m in the imaging display area can be calculated as about

0.115◦. In order to make a clear display of the radar image,

the interval between the steering vectors must be smaller

than 0.115◦. Considering unnecessary calculations should

be avoided in a real-time system, the value of the interval is

set as 0.1◦.

DBF algorithm and some image processes are per-

formed on the DSP. A matrix of 44 rows and 431 columns

is obtained as raw image data after computing the complex

matrix multiplication of RTI data and steering matrix. For

the reason that the radar system displays the relative loga-

rithmic power of the returns from the target scene, a base-10

logarithm of the magnitude squared voltage converts the raw

image data to dB relative power. The whole procedure is

modeled as
J = 10log10 |SRW|2 (15)

where SR is the selected RTI data matrix, W is the steering

matrix and J is the image data matrix consisting of all the

target range and azimuth information lie in the columns and

rows respectively.

However, the distance from row to row in J is depen-

dent on the bandwidth and calculated as 1.875 m according

to (14). In order to thin the interval and generate enough

imaging points, a linear interpolation is applied to J in range

dimension.

The output of the range interpolation is a matrix of

431 rows and 431 columns in which every element has a cer-

tain coordinate of range with azimuth. With the purpose to

provide the same scene as a general map, radar image with

a Cartesian coordinate system should be figured out from

the original range-azimuth coordinate system and a coordi-

nate transformer is needed. In Fig. 12, the coordinate map is

a table of mapping relationship between the coordinate sys-

tems. With this table, every pixel in the cartesian coordinate

system can find its position among the range-azimuth coor-

dinate system. The contents of the table are pre-computed

based on the range gate and the GUI. Hence, the only in-

struction for the DSP is just to move the selected elements

from on-chip RAM back to the FPGA, when performing this

process.

When the LCD controller receives the image data in the

FPGA, it converts the relative power to 16-bit RGB value

base on a color bar, and then stores the image to a frame

buffer in SDRAM. The last link of the whole pipeline is

a low voltage differential signaling (LVDS) controller pro-

viding a constant 50 MHz flow of data from the frame buffer

to the LCD panel.

4.2 Real-Time Capability

The time consumed by the computation in the DSP can

be measured with the profile clock in Code Composer Studio

(CCS) software. With the compiler optimization level set as

3 in CCS, the profile clock cycle count for the process that

mentioned above is 33105517. Divided by the DSP running

clock of 300 MHz, the actual time is calculated to be about

0.11 s.

Considering the beginning part of the pipeline. The

chirp duration Tc of the FMCW signal is 20.6 ms. After that

a switch operation is executed to change channel, and a de-

lay of 19.4 ms Td is needed before the next chirp to ensure

that the coaxial switch is completely locked. Since the radar

provides a constant searching of targets and every searching

is an ergodic process of all the channels, the searching cycle

Ts is defined as

Ts = 16× (Tc +Td) = 0.64 s. (16)

Benefit from the efficient pipeline architecture, the task

of signal processing performs at the same time with data ac-

quisition and image display. The processors finish the task

and the image results are generated before the next raw data

is ready. Therefore, the longest time Ts became the limit-

ing factor of the radar’s real-time capability, determining the

image rate to be 1.5625 Hz.

5. Field Experiment Results

This section demonstrates the imaging capabilities of

the radar system. A photograph of the test scene is shown in

Fig. 14 where the main targets have been highlighted.

The scene is characterized by the presence of a parked

car (a), a statue (b), two streetlamps (c), some shrubs (d),
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a football goal (e) and a metal fence (f) between the square

and the football field. For the measurement, the MIMO

radar’s antenna array is placed across from the parking lot,

facing right ahead. The radar range scope is set from 20 m

to 100 m as the box area shown in Fig. 14(b).

(a) Radar view of the imaged scene.

(b) Bird’s eye view of the imaged scene.

Fig. 14. Photograph of measurement scene.

Fig. 15. Radar image.

Measurement results on the LCD panel are presented

in Fig. 15. The image is displayed in real-time at a rate

of 1.5625 Hz. By referring to the imaged scene in Fig. 14,

the searching capability provided by the MIMO radar can be

appreciated. As can be seen, all the targets that mentioned

above are present at the radar image. At about 70 meters

away, the empty football field is displayed as a blue area.

The depiction of the metal fence is well achieved as a line

except that some part of the right half is in the radar shadow

behind the car and is absent at the image. Even the football

goal is roughly recognized behind the fence. The car and

the statue appear at the corresponding location clearly. In

the right side of the radar image, two streetlamps and some

shrubs are identified. In these imaging results, the spot of

the nearer streetlamp is brighter than the one behind it for

the reason that the echo signal power of the nearer target is

higher than the farther one with the same RCS. Furthermore,

in addition to positioning, the separation between these tar-

gets is also well realized.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, a MIMO imaging radar using TDMA

FMCW signal is described and the initial engineering proto-

type is implemented. The coupling effect within the coherent

antenna array is inhibited by a well-designed signal condi-

tioning circuit in IF signal. The imaging algorithm is op-

erated with an efficient FPGA and DSP pipeline, providing

low cost and low power consumption features and a real-time

imaging rate of 1.5625 Hz. The performance of multi-target

localization of this radar is verified by the demonstrated im-

age quality, which can be seen from the field experiment re-

sults. However, the imaging rate of 1.5625 Hz is not quali-

fied in some special applications. Hence, The next step of

our work is to reduce the length of a searching cycle by

replacing the SW2 switch with 4 parallel de-ramp circuits

as well as the corresponding data acquisition pipelines, so

that the real-time performance of the radar can be further

improved.
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